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Abstract 
Let Z (u), Y(u) be polynomials with respective degrees k, d and coefficients {z sub i }, { y sub j ]. 
Then each coefficient in the product Y(u)Z(u) is a sum of certain bilinear terms (z sub i)(y sub/'), 
If there exist n bilinear forms to span these sums, there is a linear error-correcting code of length 
n, dimension k and minimum distance d. Such codes can be nested so as to provide a natural 
system for adapting to the intensity of interference. We determine the weight enumerators for 
a class of these codes. 
1. Introduction 
The codes of the title, KM codes for short, are the linear error-correcting codes 
introduced by Krishna and Morgera [3-5, 8]; they facilitate sending extensions of 
codewords which, on arrival, are known to be corrupted but cannot be corrected 
without further information. The requirement is thought of as a generator matrix for 
an (n,k) code partitioned into blocks, G = [G1 [GZ]  . . -  [GL], SO that the code C, with 
generator matrix I-GIIG2[ ... [Gt] has error correction and/or detection ability 
greater than Ct- 1, for 2 ~< t ~< L. A system is thus constructed for adapting continu- 
ously to the intensity of interference. 
Let Zz denote the field with elements 0, 1 subject o 1 + 1 = 0. A linear (n, k, d) code 
C is here a k-dimensional subspace of the space of all n-vectors over Z2, such that the 
minimum distance of C, the least number of coordinates in which distinct members of 
C differ, is at least d. Then when a codeword of C arrives from a noisy channel, up to 
d - 1 errors can be detected, and e corrected if 2e + 1 ~< d. A generator matrix for C is 
a k x n matrix G for which C consists of all possible sums of rows. For more 
information see MacWill iams and Sloane [7] or Hill [1]. 
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Suppose k, d are given and CL is to be an (n, k, d) code for some n, preferably as small 
as possible consistent with the existence of suitable C~ to CL 1. Let z = [Zo, ..., zk- 1] 
and y = [Yo .... , Ye- 1 ] be sequences of indeterminates. The product of their respective 
generating polynomials Z(u), Y(u) (over Z2) in a variable u is F(u) = y~ f~u ~, where 
fo = zoY0, f l  = ZoYl q- Z lYo ,  J2 = ZoY2 q- Z lY l  q- ZzYo . . . .  (1.1) 
In the basic version G~ ... GL are constructed as follows. We start with a polynomial 
P(u) which is the product of L coprime polynomials, 
P(u) = P1 (u)... PL(u) (Pt(u) of degree Dr). (1.2) 
Let ,qt(u) be the reduction rood Pt(u) (1 ~< t ~< L) of any polynomial ,q(u), and ,~(u) its 
reduction rood P(u). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, F(u) may be reconstructed 
from the reductions F,(u). We choose P(u) of degree N = k + d - 1 so that determin- 
ing/~(u) is equivalent o determining F(u) itself. The length n of the code CL is the 
number of multiplications mo-.. m, ~ we use to enable each coefficient f~ to be 
expressed as a sum of certain of these, with 
mi ---- (,qoizo q- ,qliZl q- "" q- ,qk - l , iZk -1 )×(ho iYo  + h l iY l  -b- ... q- hd_ l , i Y  d 1). 
(1.3) 
Then CL has generator matrix G = [gri], the matrix with (r, i) entry g~i, partitioned as 
[G~ I G2 [ ... ] GL], where the columns of Gt correspond to the multiplications required 
to calculate the reductions F,(u) (1 ~< t ~< L). We emphasise that to say the product 
F(u) = Z(u)Y(u) can be computed with n multiplications means that there exist 
mo, . . . ,  ran-1 of form (1.3) such that every coefficient J~ implied in (1.1) is a Z2-1inear 
combination of m0, ..., m,_ 1, i.e. is a sum of certain mi's. (The least such n is called the 
multiplicative complexity of this product.) Here is the fundamental theorem. 
Theorem 1.1 (Krishna and Morgera [3]). I f  Z(u) Y (u) can be computed in n multiplica- 
tions (1.3) then G = [,qri] is a ,qenerator matrix for an (n,k,d) code. 
The code above will be called a KM code, in whatever way the multiplications are 
obtained. The parameter d is called the desi,qned istance of the code produced since 
the actual minimum distance is at least this, by Theorem 1.1, and is sometimes more. 
Example 1.2. (Zo + zsu)(yo + y lu)modu 2 + 1 equals zoyo + zlyl  + (zoyl + z~yo)u. 
So arranged, it uses four multiplications, which may, however, be reduced to three by 
setting mo = zoYo, ms = zly~, m2 = (Zo q- Zl)(Yo q- Yl), for the product then equals 
(mo + ms) + (mo + ms + m2)u. Indeed, mo,ml,m2 determine the first three columns 
of G in Fig. 1, contributing to a case with k = 5 = d. 
Wraparound. We may often achieve greater economy of multiplications by going 
beyond the basic version and allowing wraparound s, meaning that we choose P(u) of 
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i 0 i II 0 1 i I I0 I I 
G4I = 0 0 Irl 0 i 
0 OIiO i i 
0 011 0 1 
I 0 1 
0 1 1 
I 1 0 
I 0 l 
0 l i 
0000 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 I 
1 0 l 0 
1 z 0 0 
Fig. 1. Generator  matr ix of a KM code with (n, k,d) -- (14, 5, 5). The three blocks come from polynomial  
mult ip l icat ions modulo  respectively u 2, u 2 + 1, u 2 + u + 1, and wraparound u 3 (see below). It forms part of 
a 'shunted'  family of (14, k, 10 - k) codes (Section 7), with 2 ~< k ~< 7). 
degree D = N - s (s = 0 gives the basic version). For reference: 
D=degreeP(u) ,  N = D + s, k + d = N + 1. (1.4) 
We add a wraparound block GL+I to G from the multiplications that enable us to 
calculate Z(u)Y(u)mod w'; here O(u) denotes the reciprocal polynomial of g(u), ob- 
tained by writing the coefficients in reverse order, or formally O(u) = uaegr°eOg(1/U). 
(Note the relationfg = f0). For a formal proof that the enlarged set of multiplications 
determines Z(u)Y(u) see [2]. 
The error-correcting ability of a code depends on the distances between all pairs of 
codewords, which in our case of a linear code is governed by the only polynomial in 
this paper which is not over Z2, the weight enumerator A(x)= v" A.x i where L..~I = 0 t , 
A/denotes the number of codewords of weight (number of l's) i. For, the distance 
between codewords u,v equals the weight wt(u -  v). In partitular the minimum 
distance d equals the least weight Wmin of any nonzero codeword. 
Now, A (x) can be determined by computer for any given code. Our aim is to obtain 
results about A(x) in terms of the dimension parameter k, for the shunted families of 
KM codes introduced in Section 2, where the nature of their generator matrices is 
investigated. In Section 3 we link A(x) with combinatorics of certain sets of vectors 
(these are listed in Section 4), and open up a linear algebra pproach to resolving the 
combinatorics. A useful duality comes to light (Theorem 3,6). In Sections 5-7 the 
methods of Section 3 lead to expressions for A(x) in more complicated cases, in terms 
of shifts and differences of a 'base' case. 
Our techniques appear potentially of much wider use on KM codes and possibly 
elsewhere (cf. Remark 7.4). A theme that emerges is the interplay between combina- 
torics and linear algebra. 
2. Some general results 
Families by shunting. We may be able to trade dimension for minimum distance by 
deleting the last row of the generator matrix of a KM (n,k,d) code to obtain 
a generator matrix of a KM (n, k - 1, d + 1) code [2, 3]. We call this process hunting; 
it is modified within a block GL+ 1 dedicated to wraparound where, because the order 
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Fig. 2. Shunting a KM (10,5,3) code to obtain a KM (10,4,4) code. In the last block, devoted to 
wraparound, the last row is moved up, whereas in all other blocks the last row is deleted. 
of coefficients i  reversed in taking reciprocals, we must rather drop the first row and 
move the rest up one place. Fig. 2 illustrates hunting in the case s = 1. Now, given 
a block in G, we may be able to reduce the code's length by omitting from this block 
any multiplication which is a linear combination of multiplications from earlier blocks 
(see [2]). If we do not do this, the block is self-contained, or independent, in the sense 
that Z(u)Y(u)modPi (u)  (or ZYmodu ~ in a wraparound block) may be computed 
from multiplications within that block alone. 
Theorem 2.1 (Hoggar and Pickavance [2]). A KM (n,k,d) code with independent 
blocks and k >,2, d>~M shunts to a KM (n ,k - l ,d  + l) code, where M= 
M axl (s, degree P/(u)). 
When the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied we have a family of successive codes 
with parameters (n,k,d),(n,k - 1,d + 1), . . . , (n , l ,k  + d - 1), as indicted in Fig. 2. 
This will be called a shunted family. We seek a unified approach to weight enumerators 
for the collection of such families as wraparound s varies from 0 to 1, 2, 3 and beyond. 
Theorem 2.2 (Hoggar and Pickavance [2]). Z(u) is related to its reduction 2(u) = 20 + 
21u+ ... + 2k_lU k - lmodP(u)  by 
zD-j = zo - j  + ~ dizo+i (1 ~<j ~< E), (2.1) 
i>~o 
z ,=2, (0~<i~<D- -1) ,  / fk~<O, (2.2) 
{d,} bein9 determined from the reciprocal polynomial Q(u) = 1 + ql u + ... + qEu E of 
P(u) by d, = ql d , -  a + "'" + qed,_ t (n >1 0), with initial values d-  E ... d-1 zero except 
for dj= 1. 
Example 2.3. LetD = 6 and P(u) = u2(u 2 + 1)(u 2 + u + 1) = u 6 --[- u 5 -~- u 3 -[- u2 .  We 
take k = 5, d = 3 and hence N = 7, s -- 1 by (1.4). Now Y(u) -- Y2 + y lu  + you 2, and 
Z(u)Y(u)  reduces modu 1 to just z4y2, adding the single wraparound column 
E0 0 0 0 1] x to G which we see in the first matrix of Fig. 2. 
Now, (2.2) tells us that 21 --- zl for 0 ~< i ~< 5 provided k ~< 6. For k = 7 we require 
(2.1); let us takej = 1 for example, giving 25 = z5 + doz6. Now Q(u)  = 1 + u + u 3 + u 4, 
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of degree E=4,  so with d 4 - . .d -~ =0001 and q~. . .q4=1011 we obtain do= 
1.1 + 0.0 + 1.0 + 1.0 = 1, and hence 2s = zs + z6. This is used in Sections 6 and 7. 
The reduction matrix. Suppose we are given a specific P,(u), of degree w say, not 
divisible by u. In [2] we represented G, as a matrix product RS (R = R,, S = S,), where 
R = [rij] has ith row [rio...r~,w ~], given that 
u i=r io - t - r i lu+ ... +ri,,~ lU~-lmodP~(u),  i>~O. (2.3) 
Thus R has w columns, and the same number of rows as G = [G1 I G2 [ ... ]. We may 
call R the reduction matrix of P,(u); the algorithm matrix S of shape w by g represents 
the way reduced polynomials are multiplied mod P,(u), using g multiplications. Note 
that the columns of R are linearly independent and that relations amongst the 
columns of G, correspond to relations on those of S. Usually, and as assumed here, 
S has the form [I,, I S'] ,  so that R itself constitutes the first w columns of G t. Notice 
that by (2.3) the first w rows of R also form Iw. The rows of R and hence of Gt repeat 
with period e, where e equals (a) the order of P,(u), the least positive integer such that 
P;(u) divides u ~ - 1, and (b) the order of the element ~ represented by the linear 
polynomial u in the quotient ring F = Z2[u]/(P,). 
Now we take a closer look at the structure of R. Firstly, if Pffu) = ~ p~u ~, with 
leading term u w, then by (2.3) 
~i = rio + ril~ + "'" + ri, w - l~"  1 (2.4) 
row i + 1 o fR  = [0 ri, o . . .  ri, u,_2]  +r i ,  w__ l [Po Pl ... P,,, 1], (2.5) 
this latter being the key to row calculation. Note that row i + 1 is obtained by 
a simple shift in the case ri,~ 1 = 0. If P, is irreducible then F is a field, but we do not 
require this condition in what follows. It suffices that (a) every element of F equals 
a unique polynomial (2.4) in ~ of degree less than w, and (b) every power ar has an 
inverse ~" r in F (not every element of F is necessarily a power of ~). 
Letj~g be polynomials. The matrix form off (a)  = 3" sicd (0 <~ i <<. w - 1) is f(~) = 
[So...sw 1] and f+ g = f+ g. Define [ f (~)]  to be the w by w matrix with ith row 
7ij.(~), 0 ~< i ~< w - 1. Then we have by (2.4) that [c~ °] = lw constitutes the first w rows 
of R and [c~ w] the next w rows. More generally we have Theorem 2.5, proved via 
Lemma 2.4 below. 
Lemma 2.4. In the notation given, we have (i) f (a) [g(~)]  = f(a)g(a), (ii) [ f (a)  + g(~)] 
= I f (x ) ]  + [g(a)], (iii) [ / (~)]  [g(a)] = [f(a)g(~)].  Hence f ( [~] )  = [f(~)] .  In par- 
ticular [~]i = [ai], with inverse [ae- i ]  (i in Z). 
Proof. (i) If f (a) = [So ... s~_ x] then f (~)[g(a)]  = Zsia'g(~) = 2si~ig(:t) = f(a)g(~). 
(ii) This holds because ~i(f(~) + g(~)) = ~if(~) + ~ig(~). (iii) By (ii) it suffices to prove 
the result with f (~)=~.  But row i of [~] [g (a ) ]=( row i of [~] ) [g (~) ]= 
:d+l[g(~)] = ~i+Xg(a)(by (i)) = row i of [~g(a)]. []  
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Theorem 2.5. Let Pt(u) have degree w and not have u as a factor. Let ct be the element 
represented by u in the ring F = Z2 [u]/(Pt). Then the reduction matrix may be written 
as a block column matrix with ith block A ~ (i >>. 0; the last block possibly truncated), 
where A = [~w] and is invertible, A-1  = [~e-w]. Further, if Pt(u) is irreducible, then 
a polynomial f (A )  is invertible if and only ifPt(u) does not divide f(uW). 
Proof. Our  lemma gives the first part immediately. For  the second, it showsf (A)  = 
f ( [aw] )  = [f(~w)],  and that this is invertible if and only i f f (a  TM) has an inverse in F. 
Since F is a field by hypothesis (Pt being irreducible), such an inverse exists if and only 
i f f (~ TM) is nonzero, which in turn holds if and only Pt(u) does not dividef(u~).  []  
As usual we view z = [Zo zl ... ], with entries corresponding to the rows of G, as 
information digits defining a codeword c = [Co ... c , -1 ]  -- zG. We construct 
a shortened version G from the D-rowed version of G by selecting only the first 
Dt columns of each Gt. Thus _G = [R1 R2 ... RL]. We form _c from c by selecting the 
columns of c corresponding to G, so that z_G = c. As a result G is an invertible matrix 
of size D and z = cG-  1 is a convenient alternative to the Chinese Remainder Theorem 
in obtaining Z(u) from its reductions mod Pt(u) [2]. Finally, if (X is the ith column of 
_G-1 then zi = c(_ T and we may insert zero entries into _(i to form an n-vector ~ with 
zi = c(; r = (ic T. We summarise below. 
zG = c, _G = [R1 R2 . . .  RL], z_G =_c, and hence z = c_G-1, (2.6) 
zi = ~ic ~, (2.7) 
where (T is the ith column of G-  1. 
Constant degree codes. I f  the degree of Pt(u) is a constant w (1 ~< t ~< L) we say the 
resulting KM code has constant degree w (this applies for all s). Since the Pt(u) must be 
coprime it is convenient o regard P1 (u) -- u w, P2(u) = 1 + u TM as standard, with Pt(u) 
irreducible for t > 2. For  the case L = 3 we obtained by block row operations in [2]: 
if _G = I then _G- 1 = BC , (2.8) 
I C 
where C = (A + B) -  1 must exist because _G- ~ does. Theorem 2.5 adds that B = A 2, 
and that all the w by w matrices of _G- 1 are invertible, of form [ei]; it also assists their 
calculation. The following information about G-  1 will be very useful, where u denotes 
a vector containing designated blocks ui and t(u) denotes the number  of u~ that are 
nonzero (have at least one nonzero digit). 
Theorem 2.6. For a constant degree code with L = 3, we have: ( i ) / fu = [ul u2 U3] is 
a linear combination of the last 2w columns of G_- 1 then t(u) >~ 2; (ii) if u is a linear 
combination of the last w columns then t(u) = 3. 
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Proof. (i) t(u) = 0 would imply u = 0 and hence linear dependence in the columns of 
G-~; but this cannot occur, because the matrix is invertible. Further, GG-1 = I3w 
implies [ I  I 1]_0 -1 = [ I  0 0]( I  = Iw), and so the last 2w columns have row sum 
zero; hence u~ + u2 + u3 = 0. Therefore we cannot have exactly one nonzero ui, and 
t(u) >t 2. 
(ii) If u is in the space of the last column block, then u~ = 0 exhibits linear 
dependence of the columns of the ith block matrix, which is impossible since every 
block of _G 1 is invertible by Theorem 2.5, as observed above• Hence t(u) = 3 in this 
case. []  
Example 2.7. Let Pt(u) be the irreducible polynomial u4 + u + 1 (w = 4). We note that 
~4 = 7 + 1 in the field F and use (2.5) to determine successive row vectors a~ up to 
~i = 1. Every matrix [ f (~)]  may be written down from this list, which we may give in 
the following form: 
1 1 
A = [a4] = 0 1 ' 
1 0 
A 3 = [~11] = 0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
A2 = [c~8 ] = 1 0 
1 1 ' 
1 1 
A+B=[(1  +~)+(1  +c~2)]=[-c~5], with inverse C= 
Also AC=[(1  +~)(1 +7+~2)]=[ -1  +~3] ,  BC=I+ 
Then orde=15 and 
I-~ x°] = I-1 + ~ + ~2]. 
AC = [~3]. Now we can write out the blocks of -0- 1. A larger exercise is to verify the 
assertions of Theorem 2.6. 
3. Framework and KM(9, k, 7 -k )  base family 
By the base family we mean, for our chosen P(u), the corresponding shunted family 
with s = 0, starting from the base code - -  the one with the lowest value ofd. In general 
we use the d >/M criterion of Theorem 2.1 to decide on the base code. Here we take 
the constant degree code with w = 2, L = 3 and P(u) = uE(u 2 + 1)(u 2 q- u + 1). Hence 
M = 2. To perform the necessary calculations with G we require D (= 6) rows for G, 
entailing z = [Zo ... z5]. With d = 2, however, this implies degree Z(u) Y(u) = 6, and so 
ZY mod P(u), which is what is determined by our multiplications, need not equal ZY 
itself(in fact we would require s = 1, as in the next section), and G need not give a KM 
code. What we can conveniently do though is to start with these multiplications and 
then set z5 = 0, which amounts to deleting the last row ('pre-shunting') in the matrix 
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[z 0 ...z 5 ] 0 
0 
0 
Fig. 3. Matr ix  of blocks for reductions of 
Delet ing the last row (setting z5 = 0) gives a 
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011 0 1111 
010 I 111 0 = [c0""cs] 
011 0 110 1 
0!0  1 1!1 i 
Z(u)Y(u)modu2,u 2 + l ,u  2 -I- u q- 1, in case k = 6, d = 2. 
generator  matr ix for a shuntable KM (9, 5,2) code. 
of Fig. 3, where Zo to z5 may be regarded as informations digits yielding codeword 
c = [Co... Cs]. By Theorem 1.1 we not have a generator matrix for a KM (9, 5, 2) code 
which, by Theorem 2.1, may be taken as base code of a shunted family with 
k = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, obeying k + d = 7 of (1.4). Of  course the case k = 1 is trivial and will 
usually be omitted. 
Our  general approach [2] to the weight enumerator  A(x) is in three steps: (a) 
determine the dual code by finding n -  k independent relations on the entries of 
a codeword, (b) find its weight enumerator  B(x), (c) dualise back to A(x) by the 
MacWil l iams Identity [7]: if a code of length n and dimension r has weight enumerator 
W (x), then its dual has weight enumerator 
w'(x )  = 2-r(1 + x ) "W T -~ " (3.1) 
We first require the z's in terms of the entries of a codeword, and (2.7), (2.8) with 
Theorem 2.5 yield zi = ~ic T for 0 ~< i ~< 5 (when s ~> I this becomes 2~ = ~c T) with 
Go = 100... 0, ~1 = 010.. .  0, and the remaining ~ given by (3.2) below. Notice that 
c~ 2 = e + 1, and that e has order three. 
~2 = 110 
if3 ~- 100 
~4 = 010 
~5 = 110 







Notation 3.1. Each family of KM codes we consider will have a fixed length n and an 
associated positive integer m such that 3m ~< n; we let U =Um denote the space of 
n-vectors over Z2, each vector u being viewed as a sequence of m triples ul ... um 
followed by n - 3m individual digits. The vectors (i will be extended by zeros to lie in 
U. In the definitions that follow, V is an arbitrary subset and u an element of U. We 
recall t(u) for completeness. 











Let ~t = 
the n-vector with ith entry 1, and the rest zero, 
the span Sp(E1, . . . ,  E,,), where E~ is all zeros except for ith triple 111, 
the translate {u + v: v ~ V} of V by u, 
the weight enumerator Z xW"V) (v ~ V) of V, 
the number  of nonzero triples in u, 
the number  of vectors in V with exactly i nonzero triples (0 ~< i ~< m), 
[t~(V)], the vector with ith component  he integer al --- ti(V), 
[ t i - l (V) ] ,  the shift of V, where we define t I(V) = 0; also written aV or 
o(v), 
[ t i (V  ) - -  t i_ I (V ) ]  --- a(W)  --  V ~, the difference of V; also written 8V or 8(V). 
= Sp((i . . . . .  ~.5) i f0  ~< i ~< 5, otherwise {0}. Thus So _~ $1 ___ ... _~ $6. (3.3) 
(1  - y)t(1 + 3y) "-~, where y = x 2, and fl~ = (x + xZ)~(1 + x3) "-~. (3.4) 
Remark 3.2. (a) For  vectors u in U, such as those of So, in which no triple equals 111 
(see (3.2)), we have R(u + E) =/37(,) [2], (b) as a result in every code we consider, B(x) 
will be a linear combinat ion of terms of the form xrflt, of which the corresponding 
term in A(x) under (3.1) is 2"+k- 'E(1 -- x)/(1 + x)]r(1 + x ) ' -  3"c~t. 
In this notation, the present shunted family has n = 9, m = 3. Further its KM 
(9, k, 7 - k) code (1 ~< k ~< 5) satisfies 9 - k independent relations, namely the inner 
relations Eic T = 0 (1 ~< i ~< 3) and outer relations zi = 0 (k <<. i <<. 5) of [2]. Hence these 
relations serve to define the code and provide generators for its dual. Since z~ = (ic x 
the dual code is the span Sp(E1, E2,  E3 ,  (k . . . .  , (5), which may be written U (u + E) 
(u ~ Sk). Hence by Remark 3.2 and the shorthand notation of (3.3), (3.4), we have the 
following. 
Theorem 3.3. Let ai = ti(Sk). Then the KM (9, k, 7 - k) code satisfies 
3 
B(X) = 2 fit(u), A(x)  = 2 k -6  Z st(u) = 2k-6  2 aia, (u ~ Sk). (3.5) 
u u i -o 
The question is, how do we evaluate the final expression for A(x) in (3.5)? The most 
direct way is 'combinatorial ' :  for each k ~> 2, list the vectors in Sk, note their values of 
t, and add up the corresponding ~'s, as done in [2]. However, we seek a method which 
can be applied systematically to calculating the distribution of t-values in much more 
general cases. Here is a first sample of replacing combinatorics by linear algebra, got 
by applying Theorem 2.6 to the present case. 
Theorem 3.4. tl(Sk) = O for k ~ 2, and t2(Sk) -- O for k >~ 4. 
Theorem 3.4 gives exactly what we need to calculate all t i(Sk) (0 ~ i ~ 3, 0 <~ k <~ 5) 
and the weight enumerators of the base family in a unified manner. Notice that since 
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Theorem 3.3 specifies A(x) as a polynomial  in y = x 2 of degree at most six, only 
A 0 = 1, A2,  A4,  A6 can be nonzero. We convert Theorem 3.3 to matrix form by setting 
927 
3 5 3 
a t = ti(Sk) , ct i = ~ biry r, B = [b/r] = . (3.7) 
,=o  1 -5  
- -3 3 
This gives the general form: [1 A 2 A 4 A6]  = 2k-6[1 al a2 a3]B ,  but Theorem 3.4 
along with At = 0 for i < d (= 7 - k) shows that this divides into the following three 
cases (the overlaps at k = 2 and 4 allow later formulae to be stated for their max imum 
ranges of validity). 
0 ~< k ~< 2, d >~ 5 [1 0 0 A6] = 2k-6[1 al a2 a3]B, (3.8) 
2 ~< k ~< 4, d >t 3 [1 0 A4 A6] = 2k-6[1 0 a2 aa]B, (3.9) 
4 ~< k ~< 6, d ~> 1 [1 A2 A4 a6]  = 2k-6[1 0 0 aa]B. (3.10) 
Notice that (3.8) is indeed valid for k = 0; it simply means we apply enough relations 
to reduce the code to the zero vector. This, like the case k = 6, is not part of our 
shunted family, but is nevertheless useful. For  with the problem as now expressed the 
next Lemma enables us to determine not only A(x) but the vectors a(Sk), 0 <~ k <~ 6. 
The results are shown in Table 1. A surprising connection emerges, which we have 
stated as Theorem 3.6. (See Table 2 for the components of a = S~.) 
Lemma 3.5. With matrix B as in (3.7), and any number 2, 
(i) if [1 a b c]B = 16211 0 0 r], then [a b c] = [3(2 - 1) 3(22 + 1) 72 - 1] 
and r = 4 /2 -  1, 
(ii) if [1 0 b c ]B=4211 0 q r], then [b c ]=[3(2 -1)  )~+2] ,  and [q r ]= 
[3(4/2 - 1) 4/2 + 2], 
(iii) if [1 0 0 c]B = 211 p q r] then c - -  2 -  1, and [p q r] = 
[3(4/2 - 1) 3(8/2 + 1) 28/2 - 1]. 
Proof. In each case there is sufficient information to determine the unknowns 
amongst  a, b, c; then p, q, r are determined. For  example, equating the zeroth then the 
first columns in (ii) gives two independent linear equations in b,c, namely 
[1 0 b c ]Bo=4)~and[1  0 b cqB l=O.  [] 
Theorem 3.6. Let 0 <<, k <~ 6. With matrix B as in (3.7), let Ai(k ) denote the coefficient of 
x i in the weight enumerator for code dimension k. Then we have B E = 641 and the duality 
relations (i) A2i(k) = ti(S6-k), (ii) a(Sk)B = 26-ka(S6-k).  
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Table 1 (a) 
Values of al = t¢(Sk) obtained from (3.8) to (3.10) and Lemma 3.5 
383 
k ao al a2 a3 
0~<k~<2 1 3(22 k_ 1) 3(23 k+ 1) 7.22 k_ 1 
2~<k~<4 1 0 3(24 k- - l )  2 ¢ k+2 
4~<k~<6 1 0 0 26 k_ I 
Table l (b) 
Weight enumerators A(x) for the base family of KM 
(9,k,7 - k) codes, where [A2i] = a(S6 k), and 
[A2i+ 1 ] =0 
k A(x) 
2~<k~<4 1 +3(2 k l _ l )x  4+(2 k z+2)x 6 
k=5 1 +3x 2+ 15x 4+ 13x 6 
Table 2 
The components ofa = S~, (Notation 3.1) see Sections 6 and 7 
k ao al a2 a3 a4 
O~<k~<2 1 3.22-k-4 3(22-k+2) 22-k -4  1 -7.22 k 
2~k~4 1 --1 3.(24-k_11 5_2  s k _2_24  k 
4~<k~6 1 -1  0 26-k_ 1 1_26 k 
Proof.  Row r of B 2 (po lynomia l  form) = ~i bri~i = (1 + 3y) 3 Y.i bri((1 - y)/(1 + 3y)) i
= (1 + 3y)3:cr((1 - y)/(1 + 3y)) = (1 + 3y-  1 + y)r(1 + 3y + 3 -- 3y) 3-r  = 64yL as 
required for B 2 = 64•. F ix the range 2 ~< k ~<4 and write temporar i ly  
[1 0 A4 A6] = A(k) and [1 0 a2 a3] = a(k). Now mul t ip ly  (3.9) by B, subst i tute 261 
for B 2, then replace k by 6 -  k to obta in  a (6 -  k )= 2g-6A(6 -  k)B. Since 6 -  k 
remains  with in range and (3.9) defines A(k) and a(k) unique ly  by Lemma 3.5, this 
equat ion  not  on ly  holds true but  with (3.9) itself implies A(k) = a(6 - k) and hence 
a(k)B -- 2 6-ka(6 - k). This proves (i) and  (ii) in the fixed range 2 ~< k <~ 4. The rest is 
done  similar ly by combin ing  (3.8) with (3.10). [ ]  
This  relat ion becomes foundat iona l  to what  follows, for we shall show that every case 
of A(x) we consider  can be expressed in terms of l inear combinat ions  of certain ti(Sk) 
and their shifts. Apart  f rom the group ing  of cases that revealed it, the result itself 
is proveable by ident i fy ing So with the space of 3-vectors over the field GF(4)  
and  a(Sk) with the weight d is t r ibut ion of a subcode. We shall return to this at a 
later time. 
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4. The combinatorial calculation of ti(S,) 
The fact that special codes are involved suggests there may be considerable 
structure in the array of t(u) as u ranges through the various Sk, and here we determine 
directly that this is so. We know from (3.2) that each (i is a sequence of three triples 
u l. u2. u3 where each uj has the form xyO (x, y in Z2), with all four pairs x, y occurring. 
Now, the sum of any two nonzero xyO's equals the remaining nonzero one, so it is 
convenient o make the identifications 000 = 0, 010 = 1, 100 = 2, 110 = 3 subject to 
the sum of any two of 1,2, 3 equalling the other. Then for example (3 = 231, ~4 = 132, 
implying that (3 + ~4 = (2 + 1).(3 + 3).(1 + 2) = 3.0.3 or just 303. (See Table 3.) 
Table 3 
The vectors of So = Sp((o .... ,(5) 
~i + "'" + (k 
represented in the form Vl, v2, v3 described above, where (i..k denotes 
i . . .  k ~i  .. .  k ~ l i  . . .  k ~'  . .  k (O l i  . . .  k 
$4 Empty 000 100 200 300 
5 321 221 121 021 
4 132 032 332 232 
45 213 313 013 113 
(3 + $4 3 231 331 031 131 
35 110 010 310 210 
34 303 203 103 003 
345 022 122 222 322 
~2 + $4 2 312 212 112 012 
25 033 133 233 333 
24 220 320 020 120 
245 101 001 301 201 
(23 + $4 23 123 023 323 223 
235 202 302 002 102 
234 011 111 211 311 
2345 330 230 130 030 
Table 4 
The values of al = ti(Sk) and bi = ti((k- 2 + Sk) 
k ao al a2 a3 bo bl b2 b3 
0 1 9 27 27 . . . .  
1 1 3 15 13 . . . .  
2 1 0 9 6 0 3 6 7 
3 1 0 3 4 0 2 2 4 
4 1 0 0 3 0 0 3 1 
5 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 
6 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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Remark 4.1. The first eight rows of column i... k specify the vectors of $3, since this 
equals $4u(~3 + $4). The next eight specify the vectors of (ff2 + $4)u((23 + $4) = 
~2 + $3. Finally, all sixteen taken together specify $2. Table 4 gives all the 
explicit t-values we shall require (in spite of first appearances to the contrary in 
Section 7). The values for Sk itself can be derived without enumeration, as is done in 
Section 3. 
5. Degree 1 wraparound: a KM (10,k, 8 -k )  family 
We present a simpler, and direct, approach to computing A(x) than the equation- 
solving approach to case s = 1 in [2]. With wraparound s = 1 the shunted family has 
k + d = D + s + 1 = 8. The lower limit d/> 2 from case s = 0 still applies, so the 
family values of k are 6, 5 . . . . .  1 (though we may as well stop at k = 2). Computing 
Z(u) IT(u)mod u requires the single multiplication Zk ~Yd ~, giving a total of n = 10. 
The scheme for general k looks like this: 
Zo . . .  z~ , ] 
0j 
"i" = [c0...c~]. (5.1) 
Compared with case s = 0 we have one extra relation Zk 1 = C9, by equating the last 
column of each side in (5.1). Since k ~< 6 we have from (2.2) and the comment above 
(3.2) that zi = 2i = ~cT; therefore Zk- L = C9 may be written ((k 1 + e9)  cT = 0, with 
corresponding dual code generator [;, ~ = [k-1 + e9. Write more generally 
u' = u + e 9 for u in So. Then in terms of Notat ion 3.1 and with ~t, fit as in (3.4) we have 
the simple but crucial observation (5.2) and its consequences for the dual code, as 
follows. 
R(u' + E) = xR(u  + E) = xfl,(.) (5.2) 
Dual KM (lO, k,8 -- k) code = Sp(E1,Ez ,E3 ,~'k -  I ,[k . . . .  ,~s) (5.3) 
= (._) (u + E)u  ~) (u' + E), (5.4) 
ueSk us~,~ , +S~ 
B(x) = y /%~.~ + Y~ x/~,.,. (5.5) 
usSk u~[k ~ +Sk 
The MacWill iams Identities (Remark 3.2) convert this to A(x), in terms of (1 + x)~,, 
and because c~t is a polynomial in y = x 2 we can separate the even and odd parts of 
A(x). Noting the disjoint union 
Sk 1 = Sk~((k -~ + Sk), or equivalently Sk ~ \~Sk = ~k 1 + Sk, (5.6) 
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Table 5 
Weight enumerator coefficients of the K M (10, k, 8 - k) family. Ditto marks are shown thus " 
k d A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 
2 6 0 0 0 0 1 2 
3 5 0 0 3(2  k -3  - -  1) 3.2 k 3 2 k-3 + 2 2 k-3 
4 4 0 0 . . . . . . . .  
5 3 0 3"2 k-5 " 3.2k-4 . 7.2 k 5 
6 2 3 15 " 13 " 
we obta in  
2 7 -kA(x )  = (1 + x)c~t~,) + ~ (1 -- x)c~t~u) (5.7) 
u~S~ u~k ~ +Sk 
Z O~t(u)-~ X(  Z O~t(u) - Z ~t(u))" (5.8) 
u~S~ i u~Sk ue~k I +S~ 
Now, (5.6) impl ies t i(Sk) -- t i ( (k -~ + Sk) = ti(Sk) -- ( t~(Sk-~) -- t~(Sk)) = 2t i(Sk) -- 
t i (Sk-  ~). Thus  with matr ix  B as in (3.7), and  the results of Theorem 3.6 with 1 ~< k ~< 6, 
we have the fol lowing relat ions; these with Tab le  1 (a) give the complete so lut ion for 
A(x)  shown in Tab le  5. 
[1 A2 A4 A6-] = 2k-7[ t i (Sk -1 ) ]B  = a(S7-k ) ,  (5.9a) 
[0 A3 A5 A7] = 2k-V[2t i (Sk )  -- h (Sk -~) ]B  = a(S6-k )  -- a (S7-k ) .  (5.9b) 
6. Degrees s=2 wraparound: a KM (12,k, 9 -k )  family 
For  this s = 2 family k + d = D + s + 1 =- 9. Since M = 2 still we may take d >/2 and 
k=7,6  . . . . .  1. The mul t ip l icat ions  used to calculate Z(u)Y(u)modu 2 are 
m 9 = Zk- lYd -1 ,  mlo = Zk_zYd-  2 and ml l  =(Zk-1 "~-Zk-2)(Yd-1 +Yd-2)" Thus  the 
new code length is n = 12 and  the scheme for general  k is 
[ 1, ,p000 [Zo . . .Zk -1]  I011 . [C0 --. C11]. (6.1) 
II 101_.] I 
The last three co lumns  of the generator  matr ix  sum to zero, giving an extra inner  
relat ion c9 + c10 + Cll = 0 which we express as E4c  x = 0 by tak ing m = 4, n = 12 in 
Notat ion  3.1. This impl ies extending the vectors (i by 000. Cons ider ing  co lumns  9, 10 
of the two sides of (6.1) gives Zk-~ = C9, Zk-2 = C10. In the case k ~< 6, with z5 = 
£5 = ~5c ~ for 0 ~< i ~< 5 (Example 2.3), the cor respond ing  dual  code generators  are 
(k-1 = (k-1 + e9, (k-2 ~ (k-2 "-~ elo. When k = 7 we neither have nor  require two 
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such generators, but we can argue instead that ~5 CT = 2 5 = 25 Jr- Z 6 (Example 2.3) = 
c9 + qo ,  yielding dual generator  ~ = ~5 + c9 + Clo. There is no generator  ~ but 
because of the definition $6 = {0} the following results hold for 2 ~ k ~< 6, with 
exactly 12 - k independent generators. 
I fueSoandv=u+e9,u+elo ,  o ru+e9+elo  thenR(v+E)=f l , (~)+l .  
(6.2) 
Dual KM (12,k, 9 - k) code = Sp(E1, . . .  ,E4 , (k -2 , (k  1,(k ..... if5) 
= U (u + E)(u e Sp((~, 2, (k 1,Sk))- (6.3) 
Hence by (6.2) and the MacWi l l iams Identity (Remark 3.2) 
4- 4 
Z flt(,)+~ = Z a, fi~, A(x) = 2 k -s  Z a,cq, (6.4) 
Ides  k 2'\Sk i=O i=0  
B(x)= ~ fl,(u) + 
where (see below) 
a=S~ + S~ 2. 
The expression for a is from 
t i_ l (Sk_2) ,  set in terms of Notat ion  3.1. To convert this to matr ix form we set 
4 
(Xi ~- E b i rY  r, B = Ebir ] = 
r=O 
obtain ing because y = x2:  
[-1 A 2 
(6.5) 
ai = ti(Sk) + t i - l (Sk-  2 \Sk)= t i (Sk ) -  t i - l (Sk) + 
-1 12 54 
1 8 18 
1 4 -2  
1 0 -6  
1 - -4  6 
108 81- 
0 -27  
- 12 9 , 
8 --3 
-4  1 
A4 A6 A8]  = 2k-8[S~ + S~-2]B .  
(6.6) 
(6.7) 
Notat ion 6.1. A l though in principle A(x) may now be calculated from (6.7) with B as 
given in (6.6), there is a worthwhi le simplif ication to make, enabl ing Theorem 3.6 to be 
invoked and the calculat ion with (6.6) bypassed. Explicit dependence upon m is 
brought  out in the notat ion B = B(m), ~ = ~(m) = [~i], (0 ~< i <~ m) and similarly for ft. 
Thus (6.6) refers to B(4) whilst B(3) is always used earlier. F rom (6.4) we may write 
A(x) = 2 k S a. ~(4). We further define for a general r-vector s = [si] = (So . . . . .  Sr- 1) its 
shift s ~ = Es i_ 1 ] = (0, s O . . . .  , s~ 1) and difference s a = [si - -  s i -  1 ] (0 ~ i <% r). With the 
convention s 1 = 0 = sr the result in both cases is a vector with r + 1 components,  
one more than s. With zero sr appended to s for the purpose we may write s a = s - s ° 
For  example i f s  = (1,3) then s" = (0, 1,3) and s a = (1,2, -3 ) .  
Notat ion 3.1 refers to the special case s = a(V) where V is a set of vectors. We may 
now state the apposite results, in which Theorem 6.3 asserts a kind of dual i ty between 
and 6. 
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Table 6 
Weight enumerator coefficients Azi (A:i+l = 0) for the KM (12, k, 9 - k) family (s = 2) 
k A0 A2 A4 A6 As 
2~<k~<4 1 0 0 2k - -4  3 
4 ~< k ~< 6 1 0 6(2 k-4 -- 1) 2 k-2 + 8 3(2 k 3 - -  1) 
k = 7 1 4 30 52 41 
Lemma 6.2. For any m-vector s, we have (i) s~'~(m) = (1 - y)s.c~(m - 1), (ii) s~'~(m) = 
4ys .  ~(m - 1). 
Proof. (i) By definition of s" we have s~'~(m) = Z m-i=ol si(1 - y)i+ 1(1 + 3y)m-i -a = 
(1 m-1 -- Y) Zi=0 Si(1 -- y)i(1 + 3y) m- l - i  = (1 -- y)s '~(m -- 1). In a similar manner 
. zm 1 Si(1 __ y)/(1 + 3y) m 1- i  __-- 4ys '~(m - 1). []  s a ~(m) = ((1 + 3y)- -  (1 - y)) i :o  
Theorem 6.3 (Duality). (i) S~B(4) = 26-kS~_k ,  (ii) S~B(4) = 28-kS~_k (0 <~ k <~ 6). 
Proof. We need only show that the equations are the matrix versions of the respec- 
tively numbered results in Theorem 6.2 with s = a(S,), m =- 4. This is clear already for 
the left-hand sides. Since multiplying by y shifts coefficients one place up, the 
right-hand side of Lemma 6.2(i) becomes a(Sk)B(3) - (a(Sk)B(3)) ~, which by Theorem 
3.6 equals 2 6 -ka(S6_k)  -- 26-ka($6 k)C~; this in turn equals 26-ka(S6_k)  6by definition 
of 6. Proceeding similarly from Lemma 6.2(ii) we obtain 4(a(SR)B(3)) ~= 4.26-kS~6_ k 
(Theorem 3.6) = 28-kS~_k as required. [] 
Corollary 6.4. For the KM (12, k, 9 - k)fami ly ,  [A21 ] : S~ k q- Sg-k  (0 ~ k <<. 6). 
To prove this corollary we simply apply Theorem 6.3 to (6.7). Case k = 7 has dual 
code Eu(f f ;  + E), where t(ff;) = 4, and hence [A21] = ½[1 0 0 0 1]B(4). We can 
now complete Table 6 for A(x), with the help of Tables l(a) and 2. 
7. Wraparound s=3: a KM (14,k, 10-k)  family 
For this shunted family k + d = D + s + 1 = 10 and for the first time we have an 
increase in M = Maxi(degree Pi(u), s), to 3. Thus the family values of k are 7, 6,. . . ,  1, 
the same as for s = 2 but with the designed istance d one greater in each case of k. 
The multiplications we shall use for computing Z(u)IY(u)mod u3 are 
m9 = (Zk 1 "4- Zk-2) (ya-  1 q- Ya 2) ,  mlo = Zk lYd 1, ml l  = Zk-2Yd-2,  
m12 = Zk 3Yd-3, m13 = (Zk 1 -[- Zk-3)(Yd-1 -4- Ycl 3). (7.1) 
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The code length is then n = 14, the scheme 
[Zo  • • • z~_ ,  ] 
10 0 
I 
[ . . . . . .  
l 0  0 
I 1 0 
I 
I 1 1 
for general k being given below. 
0 0 0 ]  
0 1 1 = [co ... c~3]. 
1 0 0 
0 0 1 
(7.2) 
As before in case s = 2, the relation c9 + clo--{-Cll ~--" 0 holds and is included as 
E4cX=O with m=4,  but now we have also a rather special relation 
C~0+C~2+C~3=0,  aswe l lasZk- I=C~0,  Zk -2=C~,Zk  3=cx2.  For2~<k~<6we 
may write the corresponding dual generators as e '=  elo + e12 q- e13 , ~k~" l ---- 
~k ~+elo ,~-2=(k -2+e~, (~ 3=~k-3+e12,  with the understanding that (~ = 0 
if i > 5 or i < 0. This gives the required 14 - k independent generators for the dual 
code, which may be written ~)(u+E) (u~Sp(e ' ,  ~'~k-a,...,~;,-1,Sk)). For k=2,  
gk-3 reduces to e~2. 
In case k = 7, similarly to Section 6, we (a) lose a generator (;, 1, (b) do not have 
3s = z5 but argue that ~5c T = 25 = z5 + z6 (Example 2.3); this time the latter equals 
c lo+c1~,  giving generator f f~=(5+e~o+e~.  Thus with the same e' and 
~4 (=~4+e~2)  as for k~<6, the dual KM (14,7.3) code equals U(u+E)  
(u ~ Sp(e', ~ ,  ~)). 
Because adding e' or ~,_ 3 to others has a more complicated effect on B(x)  than 
previously encountered we partition the dual code into four carefully chosen sets 
V,,~ corresponding to the pairs cd = 00,01, 10, 11, where 
V,,a = U (a~'~ ~ + b~'~- 2 + c~'~- 3 + de' + Sa). (7.3) 
a,h~Z2 
The resulting contributions to A(x)  appear in Table 7. First we need some notation for 
related sets of vectors without the dashes. 
Notation 7.1. Write abc =abc  k = a(k-  1 q- b(k 2 -k C(k- 3 q- Sk with ab = abO, 
a = a00, and {abc, pqr, . . .  } = abc vo pqr vo . . . .  Thus Sk = 0_, Sk-  3 = U abc (a, b, c ~ Z2), 
and 
(i) {00, 01, 10, 11 } = ~ (a(k-1 + b~k- 2 + Sk)(a, b ~ Z2) = Sk- 2- 
(ii) {001,011,101,111} = Sk-3 \Sk  z. 
Table 7 
Contributions to A(x) from each of the vector sets Vce (~,d ~ Z2) via a(~,d) and corresponding subtotal 
a. xrfl of B(x). The first two rows require k >/2 and the last two k /> 3 
cd a(V,-e), k ~< 6 a(Vcd), k = 7 a" xrfl 2 ~° ~, Contribution to Alx) 
00 S~ z+S~ 10001 af l  a.(l +y + 2x)a 
0l S~ 2÷10 ~ 01001 a.xZfl a. (1  + y -- 2x)c~ 
10 (Sk 3\\Sk 2)"+001 a 00011 a'xfl a.(1--y)~t 
11 (Sk- 3 ' \Sk_ 2)" + 101 '~ 00002 a'xfl a'(1 --y)~ 
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Any element of V~d may be written v = a(~_ 1 + b(~_ 2 + c(~,_ 3 + de' + u (u ~ Sk). 
Now, all vectors in Sk-3 have fourth triple 000, but the extra digits coming from the 
dashed vectors convert this triple to v4 = [-0,a + d,b] (digit positions 9 to 11). Thus 
t(v) = t(a(k- a + b~k- 2 -+- C(k- 3 -'}- U), 
incremented by 1 when v4 # 000, i.e. when abd is not 000 or 101. (7.4) 
Further, if r is the number  of l 's amongst  the last two digits c + d,d of v then 
R(v + E) = xrflt(~). This accounts for the powers of x in the B(x) column of Table 7 
and hence by Remark 3.3 for the last column. For  example (1 + x) 2 = 1 + x 2 + 2x = 
1 +y+2x.  
Derivation of a(Vcd ) First supose that k ~< 6. The case cd = 00 reduces to the 
earlier calculation of expression (6.5), duly reproduced here. Suppose cd = 01. By (7.4) 
the fourth triple of a vector v in V~a contributes 1 to t(v) except when ab = 10. Hence, 
recalling Notat ions 3.1 and 7.1, ai = t~(l_~ + ti_ 1(00,01, 11) = ti_ a(00,01, 10, l l )  + 
t i (10) - t i _ , (10)=t i _ l (Sk_2)+t i (10) - t i _~( l ( ) ) ,o ra=S~ 2+ 10~. 
Suppose cd = 10. Now the fourth triple of v contributes to t(v) except when ab = 00, 
and we argue that a~=t~(001)+t i _~(011,101,111)=t~ ~(001,011,101,111)+ 
ti(001) - t~_a(001). That  is, a = (Sk_a\Sk-2)  ~ + 001 ~. Finally, in case cd = 11, the 
result follows because v4 contributes 1 to t(v) unless ab = I0. 
When k = 7 the set V~d becomes ~ (b~'5 + c('4 + de') (b ~ Z2) and to determine the 
a's we consider each of the eight cases of bcd. 
Corollary 7.2. [Aa A3 A5 A7 Z9] : S~6-k -- S~-k  (2 ~< k ~< 6). 
Proof. Since y - -  x 2, the only contributions to odd powers in A(x) from Table 7 are 
(S~_ 2 + S~). 2x~ - (S~_ 2 + 10~)" 2xcc Not ing that 10 ~ -- (Sk- I \Sk)  ~, we convert to 
matrix form with m = 4 to obtain [A21+1] = 2k -9(2S~-  S~_1)B(4) which by the 
29-ks~ duality (ii) of Theorem 6.3 equals 2k-9(2.28-ks~ k -- k), and so simplifies to 
the stated expression. []  
Theorem 7.3. Denote the sequence 2k 701k-- 1B(3) by Tk and the operation 1 + ~ by z. 
Then [Ao A2 A4 A6 As Alo] = a6Ss-k + 62S9-k + (a/2)(rST-k + 6Tk) (3 ~< k ~< 6). 
Proof. Observing that 10 = a(Sk- l \Sk)  and {001,101} = 01k-1 we obtain from 
Table 7 21° -k~ A2iY i -- (1 + y)(2ffSk-2 + t~Sk-1)'~(4) + (1 - y)(2tTSk-3 -- 2ffSk-2 q- 
60_11k-1)'~(4) = {2(1 -- y)~Sk 3 + 4y~Sk-2 + (1 + y)6SR-I + (1 -- y)6Olk-~}'C~(4). 
Convert ing to matrix form with the aid of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 6.3 we calculate 
210-k [A2 i  "] as  the expression C~.2.29-k(~$9 k ~- cr-4-2 s k(~Ss-k -}- z-2 9 go'S7 k -}- 
6.4.Cr.27-RTk . Hence the stated result. []  
Remarks  7.4. We have applied techniques for handling certain classes of KM 
codes which appear capable of much wider application and adaption. Here are 
S.G. Hoggar/Diserete Mathematics 167:168 t1997) 373 391 391 
some examples. 
(1) A(x) for a shunted family in terms of the parameter k (Tables 1, 5, 6). 
(2) Explore the expression of any block G, of the generator matrix as a product RS 
where R is defined wholly by reduction mod P~(u) and S wholly by the multiplication 
algorithm used for multiplying polynomials of a particular degree (see (2.4) to 
Theorem 2.5, and (3.2)). 
(3) This leads to explicit matrix formulae that replace the Chinese Remainder 
Theorem for (so far) certain infinite classes of KM codes, and appear more practicable 
in the present context (see (2.8) to Example 2.7). 
~4) Expressed the coefficient vector of A(x) in terms of shifts and differences of more 
"primitive" vectors (see esp. (5.9), (6.7), Corollaries 6.4 and 7.2, Theorem 7.3), which are 
defined by combinatorial means (Table 3). Replaced combinatorics by a Linear 
Algebra approach using everything known about these vectors, hence obtaining an 
expression for them in closed form (see Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5). 
(5) Deducing a duality result (Theorem 3.6) which further simplifies calculations 
and which we conjecture applies in some form to all KM codes. 
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